Sunglasses After Dark (Sonja Blue)
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Sunglasses After Dark has ratings and reviews. A debut horror novel featuring a vampire,
Sonja Blue, who escapes from a mental hospital leaving a.Sunglasses After Dark has 1 rating
and 1 review. Blackie said: I'm in love with this one! This Bram-Stoker-Award winner kept
me rapt throughout the whole.Editorial Reviews. Review. “Collins' debut novel [Sunglasses
After Dark] infuses the ancient myth of the vampire with a modern beat, embedding elements
of the.Sunglasses After Dark (The Sonja Blue Novels) [Nancy A. Collins] on Amazon. com.
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A half-human, half-vampire hunts the .Vampire turned
vampire hunter Sonja Blue travels the globe, hunting down and disposing of those creatures of
the shadows that prey on the innocent,all the.Sunglasses After Dark, by award-winning author
Nancy A. Collins, tells the story of Sonja Blue, a punk female vampire searching for the man
who made her one.And that is exactly where Sonja Blue, the protagonist of Nancy A. Collins' (
Vampirella, Swamp Thing) comic book series, Sunglasses After Dark, hunts for the.“Collins'
debut novel [Sunglasses After Dark] infuses the ancient myth of the vampire with a modern
beat, embedding elements of the horror.A debut horror novel featuring a vampire, Sonja Blue,
who escapes from a mental hospital leaving a trail of corpses in her wake. As we learn about
her early life.therestlessyogi.com: Sunglasses After Dark (The Sonja Blue Novels) ( ) by
Nancy A. Collins and a great selection of similar New, Used and.After twenty years, Sonja
Blue's comic adventures can be read again. IDW collects cult classic Sunglasses After
Dark!.Released (horror). Sunglasses After Dark by award-winning author Nancy A. Collins
tells the story of a punk female vampire/vampire hunter.Sunglasses After Dark - Must Read
Vampire Book Sonja Blue, the protagonist of this novel, is a character I can easily see
gathering a cult following (which she .In the years since her bizarre resurrection, Sonja Blue
travels the globe, hunting down and disposing of those creatures that prey on the innocent
while.I've heard Collins was not too keen on the Underworld movies since they seemed too
similar to her Sonja Blue series and sued the producers.Adapting the first novel by later
Swamp Thing writer Nancy A. Collins, “ Sunglasses After Dark” is about schizophrenic
undead punk chick Sonja Blue.The Sonja Blue book series by Nancy A. Collins includes
books Sunglasses After Dark (Borealis), In the Blood, Paint It Black, and several more. See
the.
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